Model validation has evolved from a passive final gatekeeping step to an ongoing diagnosis and healing process that enables significant improvement of accuracy. A recent phase of active development was spurred by the worldwide Protein Data Bank requiring data deposition and establishing Validation Task Force committees, by strong growth in high-quality reference data, by new speed and ease of computations, and by an upswing of interest in large molecular machines and structural ensembles. Progress includes automated correction methods, concise and user-friendly validation reports for referees and on the PDB websites, extension of error correction to RNA and error diagnosis to ligands, carbohydrates, and membrane proteins, and a good start on better methods for low resolution and for multiple conformations. The general presumption behind crystallographic model validation is that in addition to explaining the experimental data, macromolecular coordinates must also be consistent with basic physics and chemistry and with prior experience of what holds true for molecular structures. If ailments are diagnosed, healing is called for.
Introduction Historical background and definitions
The general presumption behind crystallographic model validation is that in addition to explaining the experimental data, macromolecular coordinates must also be consistent with basic physics and chemistry and with prior experience of what holds true for molecular structures. If ailments are diagnosed, healing is called for.
Model validation as practiced since the early 1990s (reviewed in [1 ] ) has three primary components: geometry, conformation, and sterics. Traditionally, geometry includes covalent bond lengths and angles ( [2] for proteins; [3] for nucleic acids), plus planarity and chirality where appropriate. Deviations from geometric ideality primarily reflect the weighting terms in refinement, so usually they affect atomic coordinates only slightly. However, WhatCheck utilizes overall directional bond-length deviations to diagnose errors in unit cell dimensions [4] , and some combinations of bond angles are sensitive to local fitting errors, such as the Cb deviation to backwardfit sidechains [5] . Conformation covers validity of dihedral angle values, assessed in multi-dimensional sets such as 2-D Ramachandran plots [6] , up to 4-D protein sidechain rotamers [7] , 2-D glycoMaps for carbohydrate linkages [8] , and 7-D backbone conformers for RNA [9] . Sterics encompass non-covalent interactions: unsatisfied Hbonds [4] , steric clashes as best measured with all hydrogens explicit [10] , and preferred local environments around sidechains [11] .
The above criteria are local in the model: each outlier is within a residue or between two residues. Global scores for an entire structure are obtained from the number of outliers, suitably normalized by total residues, parameters, or atoms. For criteria with well-behaved reference data distributions, such as covalent geometry, outliers are usually declared at 4s, or Z-score = 4. Conformational outliers are traditionally defined by a boundary enclosing nearly all filtered reference data, such as outside the 99.95% or 1-in-2000 contour for Ramachandran outliers (equivalent to Z = 3.5) [1 ] . Clashes are declared at overlap !0.4 Å , and overall 'clashscore' = clashes per 1000 atoms [12 ] . Most global validation scores depend strongly on resolution, the single number most indicative of crystal structure quality. This relationship is sometimes made explicit by reporting percentile scores relative to PDB X-ray structures within a resolution cohort [12 ] .
Theory and practice of traditional model validation
Most validation outliers are errors, but a few are functionally significant anomalies where evolution has found it worthwhile to spend some net folding energy on stabilizing an unfavorable local conformation. Since active stabilization is required to hold a group in an unfavorable position, valid outliers should have clear electron density and be constrained by H-bonds or packing interactions [13] (Figure 1a ).
Diagnosing problems is a much more productive endeavor if anomalies can be distinguished from errors and some large fraction of the latter can be corrected, or 'healed'. This reversed meaning of 'molecular medicine' is one motivation for many recent developments in model validation.
The errors worth correcting in macromolecular models are qualitative misfittings into the wrong local minimum (Figure 1b) . Rather than random, those are nearly always systematic errors arising from a particular misinterpretation to which either people or programs are prone [13] .
histidine ring orientations [14, 15, 16] . Flips are common because of indistinguishable electron density for N versus O or C -which also means they can be corrected without reference to diffraction data. Flip state is especially important for histidines, because it dominates the determination of protonation state [17] . Since 2002, the incidence of incorrect Asn/Gln/His flips in new PDB depositions worldwide has decreased by 45% [18 ] , a conspicuous win for the community.
A theoretical issue recognized by early contributors [19, 20] is that validation criteria are stronger if independent of the target functions used in refinement. This produces an inherent conflict between using all relevant information to produce the best attainable model and still being able to reliably evaluate the accuracy of the result. There are several partial answers to this dilemma. First, the argument applies to global measures, not to individual problems, and to complacency over good scores, not to distress over bad ones. Ideal covalent geometry does not reflect general model quality, but it is inexcusable to retain a 10s bondlength outlier -those occur disturbingly often even at very high resolution if geometry terms are downweighted [18 ] . The second point is that we should not (and probably cannot) prevent crystallographers from using all available information in order to succeed for difficult cases. Rather, validators should continue developing new criteria and methods, perhaps including full cross-validation enabled by the computational power to routinely perform parallel structure determinations with different information left out each time. The third, most important, point is that any one validation criterion can be 'gamed', but the entire set of model plus data criteria (at least for protein interiors, currently, at reasonable resolutions) provides cooperative constraints that cannot be satisfied simultaneously without having the right answer.
For the practitioner of model validation and healing, we suggest two guiding principles. The first, from the classic T-shirt of the 2010 Cold Spring Harbor crystallography course (Figure 1b) , is 'At least one person should look at the map!' Even the best automated methods will occasionally make a silly mistake for some new case the programmer did not expect. The second principle is the 'Zen of Model Anomalies' [18 ] :
Consider each outlier and correct most. Treasure the meaningful, valid few. Live serenely with the small inscrutable remainder.
Current developments (2009-2013)
New access to concise and detailed quality metrics
The current era in crystallographic model validation and healing was initiated in 2008, when the worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) required deposition of structure factors and constituted the wwPDB X-ray Validation Task Force committee, the first of the wwPDB VTFs [21] . Reliable availability of diffraction data not only allows validation of the data itself, such as detection of twinning [22, 23] , and of model-to-data match [24] , but also enables better quality-filtering of reference data, more nuanced model validation, and potential future improvement of already-deposited structures as methods become more powerful. Analogously to the high-profile errors [25] that prompted the start of structure validation, both the PDB and journals (e.g. [26] ) were motivated to strengthen validation by several incorrect [27] or even fabricated [28] structures, as well as by the more productive new possibilities for making all crystal structures more accurate.
708 Biophysical methods The X-ray VTF was tasked with recommending what should be included in a report for journal referees, as a summary on each structure's PDB web page, and as detailed global and per-residue scores for depositors and users. The VTF report [1 ] reviews pre-existing validation tools as applied to the entire X-ray PDB, considers extensions and updates, and advises on how to present them clearly and intuitively without requiring deep knowledge of either crystallographic or validation methodology. A central feature is the idea of expressing global scores as percentiles, now under implementation by the wwPDB [29 ] . Scores relative to structures at similar resolution allow referees and depositors to judge how capably the available data was handled, and scores relative to all PDB X-ray structures give end-users a more absolute comparison between structures at different resolutions. Both types can be shown together on slider bars, as in Figure 2 . One complication is that a standardized definition of resolution would be desirable to prevent the spikiness in validation-score versus resolution plots ( [1 ] supplement) that results from some users subjectively rounding down to even tenth-Å values.
Per-residue outlier flags are important for evaluating local biological questions and for enabling crystallographers to correct problems. They work best when showing clusters of multiple criteria along the sequence or in 3D. Initial implementation by the wwPDB [29 ] , soon available, will probably use lists for referee reports but will provide sequence plots of outliers on the web sites. An especially valuable feature will be the diagnosis of 'wishful thinking' ligands without adequate density [20] such as [30] , by comparing their average real-space RSR-Z score [31] with that for nearby protein.
Updated parameters: reinforcing the foundations
One aspect of current progress involves using newly detailed knowledge to reinforce the basic foundations of validation -the reference data and distributions against which models are judged -to hold up under newly demanding expectations of universal usage and model correction. A simple example is expansion of the new wwPDB Ramachandran criteria to six types, adding plots for Ile/Val and cis-Pro [1 ] .
Previously, mean values of the t angle (N-Ca-C) were shown to be a function of f,c [32] , and RNA bond angles and dihedrals to be a function of ribose pucker [9] . Such considerations have now been expanded into a full conformation-dependent library for backbone covalent geometry as a function of f,c [33 ] and into puckerdependent refinement targets for RNA [34 ] .
Now that explicit H atoms are central in correcting as well as validating sterics [12 ] and are often used in refinement [34 ] , the traditional crystallographic parameters for parent-atom-to-hydrogen effective bond lengths have been re-examined, along with re-optimization of hydrogen van der Waals radii [35 ] . The biggest issue is the difference of >0.1 Å between the distance to the H nucleus (appropriate for neutron or NMR structures) and the shorter distance to the center of the H electron cloud (appropriate for X-ray structures). Most existing software uses the wrong one of these alternatives at some point. Within each alternative, some smaller changes were recommended [35 ] , based on quantum electron density calculations, new surveys of small-molecule neutron coordinates in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [36] , and surveys of H difference peaks for smallmolecule X-ray structures in the Crystallography Open Database (COD) [37] and for protein structures at <1 Å in the PDB. Tests of the new parameters showed improved convergence of all-atom clashscores to zero for the best protein structures. The resulting H positions and radii are implemented for X-ray and neutron refinement and validation in Phenix v1.8.2 and MolProbity4 [35 ] .
New criteria and coverage
The X-ray VTF identified a promising new criterion for underpacking, or cavities, in proteins. Steric clashes are a straightforward and sensitive measure of overpacking, but underpacking is more difficult. Although methods exist for identifying cavities, for instance using Voronoi or related volume concepts [38] , none have provided practical diagnostics adopted into validation. RosettaHoles [39 ] is a less mathematically elegant but more practical system of filtered overlapping spheres. Extensive tuning to distinguish predicted from experimental structures has given it good traction on suboptimal experimental structures, identifying known problems with a low falsepositive rate [1 ,40] .
Another challenge for validation is membrane proteins, with standard geometry, conformation, and clashes but unusual packing and sidechain environments [41 ] . It was found that glycines are strongly disfavored at surfaces exposed to the membrane, giving a statistical check for incorrectly modeled lipid interfaces. The most significant issue is that many media for crystallizing membrane proteins, such as detergents or micelles, risk seriously distorting the structure from its compact functional form [41 ] . The resulting underpacking spreads helices apart, which can be identified visually but will require new measures for automated recognition.
Model validation is also being extended to carbohydrates, biologically important and increasingly prevalent constituents with a variety of monomers and complexity of linkages that renders them highly error-prone. This area was pioneered with checks for nomenclature and linkage types [8, 42] and was recently reviewed [43 ] . Newer force fields for carbohydrates [44 ] should prove helpful in both refinement and error detection, and a new system facilitates data-mining of glycan conformations in the PDB [45] . Carbohydrate validation is under active development in Phenix, in Rosetta, and at the PDB.
The PDB will now also be able to improve their validation of small-molecule ligand geometry and conformation, because the CSD has agreed to make their Mogul system [46] available for that purpose [29 ] . A recent survey [47] showed that ions, especially important in nucleic acid structures, are frequently misidentified. Crystallographic waters are also notoriously unreliable, whether manually or automatically placed, because of partial occupancy and because those isolated density peaks may actually be ions, or noise, or unfit alternate conformations [48] . Suitable peak shape and position for real waters can be diagnosed by DDQ [49] , and tools are under development for re-classification by the nature and pattern of contacts [48] .
At very high resolution, a difficulty is the wealth of suggestive information on multiple conformations. Two new systems identify potential alternates, one by analyzing electron density just above noise level but in the right position [50 ] , and the other by analyzing shifts after unrestrained refinement trials [51 ] . Building those starting points into consistent alternative models is still a considerable challenge. Also, the end-points of alternates should be less arbitrarily defined to avoid unjustified geometrical distortion [18 ] .
Several developments exploit expanded reference data and computational capabilities to move validation into higher dimensions -adding either continuous dimensions or discrete ones such as residue identity. A hierarchical Dirichlet process was used to define 20 Â 20 neighbor-dependent Ramachandran plots [52] , spreading the effect of related information to counteract small sample size. The combination of backbone and sidechain dimensions is also being explored [53, 54] , uncovering relationships not seen in the simpler versions.
New correction methods and more automation
A main goal of current model validation is either avoiding or correcting problems. Modern model-building software takes into account validation criteria and quality-filtered rotamer or fragment libraries. Thus the user starts off with favorable, regular conformations and should only allow distortion if the data requires it later. Coot [55] provides both its signature user-tugged real-space optimization and also automated rotamer search with backrub shifts [56] , displaying validation traffic-light summaries afterward. Phenix [34 ] has full MolProbity validation [12 ] built in, clickable from any outlier to center in Coot at the right spot for fix-up. It also has an automated rotamer refitting option in phenix.refine, using real-space match for choice and minimization, but checking clashes and rotamericity for acceptance. Even more ambitious rebuilding is done by the second version of the PDBredo project [57 ] , which re-refines all PDB crystal structures with modern default methods from the CCP4 suite and now also does automated real-space sidechain corrections. Each of these sidechain rebuilding systems can make significant improvements to most structures, but for future use at lower resolutions where electron density is insufficiently informative, steric and conformational terms will be needed in the inner loop. Automated methods should be pursued whenever feasible, but we must realize that total automation is unrealistic for such complex and evolving problems: automation can only converge toward correctness.
An especially exciting push toward automated and effective correction of model problems is the application of energy functions and sampling strategies separately developed for structure prediction and design. Systems such as Rosetta have achieved significant success at the extremely difficult prediction problem, but recently it became clear that they can deliver consistently impressive results when provided with modest amounts of experimental data. Structure validation and correction is now benefiting from two such efforts, one for proteins and one for RNA. Rosetta and Phenix together have been used to improve low-resolution protein crystallographic models [58 ] , with success at least on par with other low-resolution refinement approaches. Another effective hybrid system called Erraser tackles the recalcitrant problem of correcting RNA backbone conformations [59 ] . Fitting RNA backbone is difficult and error-prone because there are six torsional parameters per nucleotide, with only the 710 Biophysical methods 'Slider-bar' representation of percentile scores at the wwPDB. Mockup of percentiles versus all-PDB X-ray entries (bars) and versus similarresolution cohort (ellipses), for a very good structure at 2.7 Å . RSR-Z has only one symbol, since that score is inherently normalized by resolution (PDB: 1XK8).
phosphate and the base clearly defined at typical resolutions. Erraser uses MolProbity diagnosis of clashes, ribose puckers, and backbone conformations to decide which nucleotides need work, and applies cycles of Phenix refinement, Rosetta relax refinement, and a new 'step-wise assembly' Rosetta-based exhaustive local search protocol. It nearly always generates valid backbone conformers [9] without using them as explicit targets, and it corrects validation outliers of all types with a thoroughness unprecedented for RNA, as can be appreciated in Figure 3 .
Future directions
We will soon see the appearance, and then the effects, of more complete, understandable, and obvious validation at the PDB. Similarly, we will see whether more dimensions are the right answer for validation, or only for design. High-productivity tools will deliver robust diagnosis and easy correction for previously neglected componentsligands, ions, waters, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and alternate conformations. Model healing will be increasingly integrated into our automated protocols, to become model wellness.
Accurate low-resolution structures
Even more visionary possibilities are on the horizon. The concerted use of tuned diagnostics, exhaustive conformational sampling, and more outside information may make possible quite accurate models even at resolutions poorer than 3 Å . That would be revolutionary, since typical low-resolution structures not only have steric clashes everywhere, implausibly irregular secondary structure and missing loops, but are also at risk for serious problems such as sequence misregister. For example, six of 27 ribosomal proteins originally fit at 3.5 Å needed rebuilding of sequence shifts 7 to 46 residues long ( [60] supplement), perhaps amenable to automated diagnosis. At low resolution some atoms are genuinely outside density, which leads both people and programs to scrunch sidechains, misorient peptides and break H-bonds. A possible corrective is the new CaBLAM parameter space, using Ca dihedrals to diagnose what secondary structure or motif is present, and CO dihedrals to diagnose impossible local conformation [18 ] . Once large-scale problems are corrected, other techniques can take over: better lowresolution refinement [61] [62] [63] and better sampling for repacking [58 ,59 ].
Realistic ensembles
Dynamics and structural ensembles are of growing interest, crystallographically relevant all the way from alternate conformations at atomic resolution to the role of molecular motions in causing low resolution. Model building would be transformed by achieving the aggressive sampling and aggressive validation needed to reliably fit the best few sidechain conformations into confusing density, or to calculate the few most physically realistic conformations of a short disordered loop or terminus. Promising starts have been made for local alternates [64 ] and for loop modeling, reviewed in [65] . There are already ensemble methods that make explicit the local uncertainty of current procedures [66, 67] , but they refine each model separately against the data and seldom capture large changes. Refinement of the entire ensemble together, along with wide sampling, is clearly needed but multiplies the number of parameters greatly. Multi-copy ensemble refinement has been tested with initial variability from simulated annealing [68] , and early work [69] is being revisited for MD refinement with an exponentially decaying weight on earlier ensemble snapshots (available in Phenix 1.8.2). Such techniques rely heavily on accuracy of the force field. The right combination of sufficient conformational variability with individual models that can pass validation has not yet been achieved but is coming closer. In another contribution toward ensembles, a recent manifold-mapping algorithm has been generalized to extract multiple as well as single conformations from many low-signal, randomly oriented snapshots such as free-electron-laser data [70 ] .
Paragon structures
At a final extreme, validation and correction methods might aspire to create what we will call 'paragon' structures, free of features current methods can show are wrong: no serious all-atom clashes, near-ideal H-bonding and packing, no significant unexplained difference density, no Ramachandran or rotamer outliers unsupported by clear density and stabilizing interactions, and R-factors commensurate with measured experimental accuracy. A paragon would have perfect scores in wellordered core regions and an internally consistent model (as in Figure 3b ), at least for the 'A' alternative conformation and preferably for several conformations. Each such model could then be considered a valid, high-probability member of that molecule's dynamic ensemble. Paragons would educate us about concerted motions and would make optimal test cases for methods development in structural and computational biology.
